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ABSTRACT
Background Estimating the prevalence of autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is
challenging because of age-dependent penetrance and incomplete clinical ascertainment. Early studies
estimated the lifetime risk of ADPKD to be about one per 1000 in the general population, whereas recent
epidemiologic studies report a point prevalence of three to ﬁve cases per 10,000 in the general population.
Methods To measure the frequency of high-conﬁdence mutations presumed to be causative in ADPKD and
autosomal dominant polycystic liver disease (ADPLD) and estimate lifetime ADPKD prevalence, we used two
large, population sequencing databases, gnomAD (15,496 whole-genome sequences; 123,136 exome sequences) and BRAVO (62,784 whole-genome sequences). We used stringent criteria for deﬁning rare variants
in genes involved in ADPKD (PKD1, PKD2), ADPLD (PRKCSH, SEC63, GANAB, ALG8, SEC61B, LRP5), and
potential cystic disease modiﬁers; evaluated variants for quality and annotation; compared variants with data
from an ADPKD mutation database; and used bioinformatic tools to predict pathogenicity.
Results Identiﬁcation of high-conﬁdence pathogenic mutations in whole-genome sequencing provided a
lower boundary for lifetime ADPKD prevalence of 9.3 cases per 10,000 sequenced. Estimates from wholegenome and exome data were similar. Truncating mutations in ADPLD genes and genes of potential relevance
as cyst modiﬁers were found in 20.2 cases and 103.9 cases per 10,000 sequenced, respectively.
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Conclusions Population whole-genome sequencing suggests a higher than expected prevalence of ADPKDassociated mutations. Loss-of-function mutations in ADPLD genes are also more common than expected, suggesting the possibility of unrecognized cases and incomplete penetrance. Substantial rare variation exists in genes
with potential for phenotype modiﬁcation in ADPKD.
J Am Soc Nephrol 29: 2593–2600, 2018. doi: https://doi.org/10.1681/ASN.2018050493

Recent advances in our understanding of autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) have
highlighted the important contribution of both
gene locus and allelic heterogeneity to variable
age-dependent penetrance and disease severity.1,2
Speciﬁcally, patients with PKD1 mutations have
more severe disease with larger kidneys and earlier
onset of ESRD compared with patients with PKD2
mutations or no mutation detected.1–5 The PKD1
mutation class also predicts kidney disease severity,
with the most severe disease associated with truncating mutations (non-sense, frameshift, canonical
splice site mutations, and large gene insertions/
J Am Soc Nephrol 29: 2593–2600, 2018

deletions) and in-frame insertions/deletions (indels), and generally milder disease with missense
mutations.1,2 However, substantial within-family
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disease variability is well documented in ADPKD, suggesting
the presence of genetic and environmental modiﬁers.6
Liver cysts are common in ADPKD, ranging from a few cysts to
innumerable cysts resulting in massive polycystic liver.7 By contrast, autosomal dominant polycystic liver disease (ADPLD) is a
distinct clinical entity diagnosed by the presence of 20 or more
liver cysts, with few or no kidney cysts.7,8 A common genetic
pathway for ADPKD and ADPLD has been discovered. Specifically, mutations in one of ﬁve genes (PRKCSH, SEC63, GANAB,
ALG8, and SEC61B) result in reduced polycystin-1 biogenesis,
post-translational modiﬁcation, and trafﬁcking to the cell membrane, leading to ADPLD.9 In the setting of ADPKD, the presence of a germline mutation in any one of these ADPLD genes
may potentially modify the cystic disease severity by further
lowering the functional polycystin-1 dosage.4
Estimating the prevalence of ADPKD has been challenging
because of variable age-dependent penetrance and incomplete
clinical ascertainment in the general population. Two early epidemiologic studies of ADPKD have estimated a lifetime risk of
one per 100010 and an annualized incidence of 2.75 per 100,000
person-years.11 By contrast, more recent epidemiologic studies
reported point prevalence of ADPKD at 4.76 per 10,000 in the
province of Modena in Italy,12 3.96 per 10,000 by the European
Dialysis and Transplant Association Registry,13 and 5.73 per
10,000 by 60 years of age in southwest Germany.14 Severe isolated ADPLD, presenting with numerous liver cysts and abdominal distention, is reported to be a very rare condition, with a
prevalence of less than one per 100,000.15,16 However, as ADPLD
is rarely symptomatic except in extreme cases, it is likely underrecognized,16 and an autopsy study reported multiple liver cysts
in ten out of 10,104 retrospectively-collected consecutive autopsies and four out of 95 prospectively-collected consecutive autopsies.17
Next-generation sequencing has revolutionized our ability
to identify rare genetic variants in populations.18 The development of large population-based sequencing databases provides an important resource to advance clinical molecular
diagnostics of ADPKD.18,19 Although phenotype information
is unavailable from participants, large population sequencing
databases allow for the cataloguing and estimation of mutation carrier rates in cystic disease genes. There is a concern
about the diagnostic accuracy of whole-exome sequencing
(WES) in ADPKD because of the presence of six pseudogenes
with a high degree of sequence identity with PKD1; inadvertent capture of sequence reads from pseudogene regions
could result in false positive and negative variant calls.3 However, two recent studies using WES reported low rates of false
positive mutation calls. 20,21 Whole-genome sequencing
(WGS) avoids sequence capture and utilizes long pairedend reads to improve variant calling to further avoid errant
calls and is now available in large research cohorts.22 Here, we
report our analysis of rare variants in genes for ADPKD and
ADPLD as well as other genes with potential relevance as
cystic disease modiﬁers found in large WGS and WES
databases.
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Signiﬁcance Statement
Many patients with autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease
(ADPKD) and autosomal dominant polycystic liver disease (ADPLD)
remain asymptomatic as the disease progresses, and estimating
prevalence of these conditions is challenging because of incomplete
clinical ascertainment. The authors’ analysis of population-based
sequencing data of genes involved in ADPKD and ADPLD found
that protein-truncating and clinically conﬁrmed mutations provide a
lifetime risk of ADPKD of at least nine cases per 10,000. Proteintruncating mutations in genes causative of ADPLD are as common
as 20 cases per 10,000. Individually rare variants in genes of potential relevance as ADPKD modiﬁers are cumulatively common,
but most have uncertain clinical signiﬁcance. Further research using
exome or targeted gene resequencing in patients with ADPKD will
help evaluate these rare variants.

METHODS
Data Acquisition

Data for this study was obtained from two large public sequence
databases that were collected to catalog the spectrum of genetic
variation across the general population: gnomAD (release
2.0.2, available at gnomad.broadinstitute.org; n=15,496 diploid genome sequences and n=123,136 diploid exome sequences)18 and BRAVO (powered by TOPMed Freeze5 on
genome reference consortium human build 38 patch release
12, available at bravo.sph.umich.edu/freeze5/hg38/#;
n=62,784 diploid whole-genome sequences). These databases
were developed to improve clinical interpretation of rare variants in Mendelian disease (i.e., common alleles cannot be
causative), identify genes with poor tolerance to mutations,
and identify human knockouts with homozygous loss-offunction mutations. 18,19 Participants were ascertained
from a wide array of family-based, case-control, cohort, and
randomized, controlled trial populations. Both gnomAD and
BRAVO exclude related individuals and patients with pediatric-onset disease present in the index case or a ﬁrst-degree
family member, but do include participants with adult-onset
disease, including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and psychiatric conditions (Supplemental Appendix 1). Both databases include participants from multiple ethnicities including European,
Finnish, African, South Asian, and Latino. GnomAD provides
ethnic speciﬁc allele counts, but BRAVO is unable to provide
the ethnicity of rare variant carriers. This study included analysis of data published in online repositories and ethics approvals were obtained by contributing studies. Both sites
were accessed November 12, 2017 for data downloads.
Variant Assessment

Variants were ﬁltered to exclude those observed with minor
allele frequency (MAF) .0.01% (Supplemental Figure 1).
Published observations report that .97% of disease-causing
alleles in 77 well characterized genes were at population frequencies ,0.01%.23 As homozygous large effect variants in
ADPKD have not been reported and likely result in embryonic
lethality, 24 variants with a homozygous observation were
J Am Soc Nephrol 29: 2593–2600, 2018
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excluded. Intronic and synonymous variants were also excluded. Variants were ﬁltered by their effect on the canonical
transcript according to GTEx (gtexportal.org, version 7).25
Rare variants were compared with data curated in the Mayo
Polycystic Kidney Disease database (PKDB, version 3.1; pkdb.
mayo.edu). In-frame indels were evaluated with VEST4.26
Pathogenic variants were deﬁned as protein-truncating mutations, including non-sense mutations, frameshift mutations,
and mutations to canonical splice donor or acceptor sites, inframe indels deemed pathogenic in VEST4 (P,0.005), or
those listed as “deﬁnitely” or “highly likely” pathogenic mutations in PKDB. Likely pathogenic variants included “likely
pathogenic” mutations in PKDB and in-frame indels deemed
likely pathogenic in VEST4 (0.05,P,0.005), whereas bioinformatic missense variants were predicted deleterious by more
than 12 out of 16 bioinformatic prediction algorithms (SIFT,
PolyPhen2-HumDiv, PolyPhen2-HumVar, MutationTaster,
MutationAssessor, LRT, FATHMM, FATHMM-MKL,
PROVEAN, VEST3, MetaSVM, MetaLR, M-CAP, CADD,
DANN, and GenoCanyon) in the web-based ANNOVAR
(wannovar.wglab.org) representing the most pathogenic ﬁfth
percentile of all variants.27
Genes for ADPLD (SEC63, PRKCSH, GANAB, ALG8,
SEC61B, LRP5) were similarly examined in gnomAD and
BRAVO. We also examined genes with potential to cause other
cystic disease or modify disease severity (PKHD1, DZIP1L,
HNF1B, TSC1, TSC2, VHL, COL4A1, COL4A3, COL4A4,
COL4A5). For recessive conditions, a MAF threshold of
0.1% was used and the disease prevalence was estimated by
squaring the sum of the pathogenic alleles (as per Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium). To provide a lower boundary for the
disease prevalence, we report the prevalence of proteintruncating mutations.
Statistical Analyses

Cumulative frequencies were obtained by summing the number of observed alleles in each database separately. There is a
possibility of sample overlap between the two databases
(Supplemental Appendix 1), so both populations were analyzed
separately and a weight-based meta-analysis was performed to
obtain a conservative estimate of the prevalence of disease causing alleles. We calculated 95% conﬁdence intervals (95% CIs) by
the normal approximation (Wald) interval
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^p 6 z ^pð1 n2 ^pÞ, with z=1.96.28 Carrier frequency was estimated with Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (2pq).

RESULTS
Genetic Lifetime Prevalence Estimates for ADPKD
from WGS

WGS of 62,784 BRAVO participants identiﬁed 6369 PKD1
variants and 808 PKD2 variants with MAF,0.01%, including
2226 and 295 nonsynonymous variants, respectively, whereas
J Am Soc Nephrol 29: 2593–2600, 2018
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WGS of 15,496 gnomAD participants identiﬁed 3343 PKD1
variants and 433 PKD2 variants with MAF,0.01%, including
1109 and 116 nonsynonymous variants, respectively (Supplemental Figure 2, Supplemental Appendix 2). Variants were
distributed uniformly across exons of PKD1 and PKD2 without evidence of a mutational “hotspot,” and between the duplicated and unduplicated regions of PKD1 without apparent
enrichment in any coding region (Supplemental Figures 3–5).
Excluded noncanonical variants included: 11 mutations in
BRAVO and four mutations in gnomAD that were proteintruncating in noncanonical transcript annotations with altered reading frames but produced synonymous changes in
the canonical transcript; and 19 mutations in BRAVO and
four mutations in gnomAD in noncanonical splice donor or
acceptor sites (Supplemental Appendices 3 and 4). All observed mutations were examined for presence in the Mayo
PKDB. The overall prevalence of high-conﬁdence pathogenic
PKD1 mutations was 6.8 per 10,000 (95% CI, 5.0 to 8.6) and
pathogenic PKD2 mutations was 2.6 per 10,000 (95% CI, 1.4
to 3.7), yielding a cumulative prevalence of 9.3 per 10,000
(95% CI, 7.2 to 11.5) (Figure 1). The frequency of likely pathogenic PKD1 and PKD2 mutations was 14.1 per 10,000 and
3.3 per 10,000, respectively. The prevalence of bioinformaticpredicted PKD1 and PKD2 mutations was 32.3 per 10,000 and
12.7 per 10,000, respectively.
Of the observed high-conﬁdence pathogenic alleles, 13
were PKD1 truncating mutations, nine were in-frame indels,
27 were PKDB highly likely PKD1 missense mutations, and 18
were truncating or PKDB highly likely PKD2 missense mutations (Supplemental Appendices 3 and 4). Of 42 variants,
31 (74%) were singletons, seven (17%) were observed twice,
and two were observed three times. The remaining two highly
likely pathogenic variants were p.Asp2557Gly (rs757619679,
seven observations; MAFWGS=0.0044%; MAFWES=0.0028%)
and p.Gly2858Ser (rs755522953, nine observations;
MAFWGS=0.0057%; MAFWES=0.0053%). None of the observed protein-truncating mutations in PKD1 or PKD2
were located in the last exon. We also examined if
the pathogenic alleles were present above our MAF cutoff
of 0.01%. One highly likely PKD1 PKDB missense variant
(p.Cys259Tyr), from a single published case, was found in
seven alleles (MAF=0.22%) in gnomAD and 20 alleles
(MAF=0.28%) in BRAVO. No truncating mutations or
large effect indels were observed above the MAF threshold
of 0.01%.
Examining the “likely hypomorphic” alleles in PKDB, three
out of nine were not in BRAVO or gnomAD (Supplemental
Appendix 5). The most commonly observed was p.Arg2765Cys, in 734 heterozygotes and four homozygotes in BRAVO
(MAF=0.58%) and 136 heterozygotes and two homozygotes
in gnomAD (MAF=0.44%). Another hypomorphic PKD1 allele (p.R3277C), which has been experimentally validated,4
was observed in 33 participants in BRAVO (MAF=0.026%)
and 14 participants in gnomAD (MAF=0.045%), with no observed homozygotes.
ADPKD Prevalence by Sequencing
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participants (Supplemental Figures 6 and 7).
There was no signiﬁcant difference between
the observed mutation frequency in either
the duplicated or unduplicated region of
PKD1 using WGS or WES (Figure 2). As
expected, the given coverage is good for
PKD2 in WES, and we observed no
difference in PKD2 mutation frequency between WES and WGS. Because variants observed in PKDB could be over-represented
for alleles present in Europeans, we compared the frequency of protein-truncating
mutations and pathogenic in-frame indels
between populations. With .7500 people
sequenced, there appeared to be a slightly
lower prevalence of PKD1 mutations in the
Finnish population, but no signiﬁcant
variation in mutation prevalence across
ethnicities overall (Figure 3). No proteintruncating mutation or indel was observed
in more than one ethnic group.

Figure 1. Observed prevalence of ADPKD mutations in population sequencing. (A)
Cumulative frequency of high-conﬁdence pathogenic (non-sense, frameshift, and
canonical splice site mutations, high-risk in-frame insertions or deletions, or those
listed as “deﬁnitely” or “highly likely” pathogenic mutations in Mayo PKDB), likely
pathogenic (“likely pathogenic” mutations in Mayo PKDB and moderate risk in-frame
insertions or deletions), or bioinformatic predicted pathogenic (predicted pathogenic
by more than 12 out of 16 bioinformatic algorithms in ANNOVAR) from WGS data.
Error bars represent 95% CIs. (B) Proportion of high-conﬁdence pathogenic mutations
by mutation class in WGS databases.

Genetic Prevalence Estimates of
ADPLD and Other Potential Cystic
Disease Modiﬁer Genes

GnomAD includes more samples and better representation of
ethnicities in its WES than WGS data, but we were concerned
about the accuracy of PKD1 variant calling in WES. Qualitatively, the coverage of PKD1 appears better with WGS than
WES, with the entire gene obtaining read depths .203 for all

Mutations in six genes have been identiﬁed
to cause ADPLD, with ﬁve of them affecting
polycystin-1 maturation and trafﬁcking.4
On the basis of truncating mutations in
the combined WGS and WES dataset, we
found that three well characterized ADPLD
genes (PRKCSH, SEC63, GANAB) cumulatively yield a prevalence of 9.2 per 10,000
(one in 1082). Including all six ADPLD
genes, truncating mutations were observed in 20.2 per
10,000, corresponding to a prevalence of one in 496 (Figure
4). The cumulative allele frequency of all individually rare
(MAF,0.01%) missense variants in the six ADPLD genes
was 2.17% (95% CI, 2.12% to 2.21%). Next, we examined
the prevalence of truncating mutations in genes of potential

Figure 2. The density of mutations is similar in PKD1 duplicated
and unduplicated regions and PKD2. Mutation frequency estimates, corrected for transcript length, from WGS (n=78,280) and
WES (n=123,136) data. Error bars represent 95% CIs.

Figure 3. No difference in ADPKD mutation prevalence was observed between ethnicities. Prevalence of truncating mutations and
severe in-frame insertion/deletions in exome sequencing of PKD1
and PKD2 across ethnic groups. Error bars represent 95% CIs.

Genetic Prevalence Estimates for ADPKD from WES
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Figure 4. ADPLD protein-truncating mutations are more prevalent than expected.
Error bars represent 95% CIs.

relevance as renal cystic disease modiﬁers (Table 1). The cumulative allele frequency of truncating mutations in PKHD1 and
DZIP1L was 0.22% and 0.05%, with a Hardy–Weinberg predicted
carrier frequency of 0.45% (one in 224) and 0.10% (one in 959),
respectively. Truncating mutations in TSC1 and TSC2 were
cumulatively observed in 4.3 per 10,000, corresponding to a prevalence of tuberous sclerosis complex at one in 2315. Rare truncating mutations were observed in genes associated with Von
Hippel–Lindau disease (one in 6603), and hereditary angiopathy
with nephropathy, aneurysms, and muscle cramps syndrome
(one in 11,188). Mutations in COL4A3, COL4A4, and COL4A5
cause familial hematuric nephropathies including thin basement
membrane disease and Alport syndrome in autosomal dominant,
recessive, and sex-linked inheritance patterns, and could modify
the severity of ADPKD. Truncating COL4A3 and COL4A4 mutations were observed in 11.5 per 10,000 and 7.6 per 10,000,
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respectively. These data provide a lower
bound prevalence estimate of thin basement
membrane disease at 0.2% in the general
population. By contrast, only ten COL4A5
truncating alleles were observed, including
one homozygous female and one hemizygous
male with previously unreported splice donor
mutations (c.231+2T.C). Summing the
truncating mutations across all genes of potential relevance as cystic disease modiﬁers
yielded a carrier frequency of 103.9 per
10,000 (95% CI, 99.5 to 108.3) or approximately 1% of the general population. The
cumulative allele frequency of rare missense
variants in all potential modiﬁer genes was
13.4% (95% CI, 13.3% to 14.5%) (Supplemental Appendix 6).

DISCUSSION

This study measured the frequency of high-conﬁdence mutations presumed to be causative of polycystic kidney and
liver disease in large, public WGS and WES databases. Study
participants were unrelated, free from childhood-onset conditions, and represent the spectrum of genomic variation in the
general population. Variants that predispose to adult-onset
conditions would be expected to be present at the same frequency as the general population; however, speciﬁc cohorts/
studies may have intentionally or unintentionally excluded
patients with severe preexisting medical conditions, including
ADPKD or ADPLD. Speciﬁcally, we suspect patients with
severe ADPKD with advanced stages of kidney failure were

Table 1. Prevalence of truncating mutations in potential cystic disease modiﬁer genes
gnomAD-WGS

BRAVO WGS

gnomAD-Exome

Overall

n=15,847

n=62,784

n=123,117

n=201,388
PT Carriers

Gene

Disease

MOI

PT

MAF

PT

MAF

PT

MAF

Per 10,000

One in

PKHD1
DZIP1L
HNF1B
TSC1
TSC2
VHL
COL4A1
COL4A3
COL4A4
COL4A5

ARPKD
ARPKD
RCAD
TSC
TSC
VHL
HANAC
TBMD
TBMD
AS

AR
AR
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AR/AD
AR/AD
XL

36
17
0
1
3
8
2
16
4
1

0.12%
0.06%
0.00%
0.00%
0.01%
0.03%
0.01%
0.05%
0.01%
0.00%

226
87
4
7
14
28
12
80
56
2

0.18%
0.07%
0.00%
0.01%
0.01%
0.02%
0.01%
0.06%
0.05%
0.00%

640
106
3
10
52
25
22
135
93
7

0.26%
0.04%
0.00%
0.00%
0.02%
0.01%
0.01%
0.06%
0.04%
0.00%

44.7
10.4
0.3
0.9
3.4
3.0
1.8
11.5
7.6
0.5

223
959
28,770
11,188
2919
3301
5594
872
1316
20,139

PT, protein-truncating mutations; MOI, mode of inheritance; PKHD1, polycystic kidney and hepatic disease 1 or ﬁbrocystin; AR, autosomal recessive; DZIP1L, DAZ
interacting zinc ﬁnger protein 1 like; HNF1B, hepatic nuclear factor 1b; RCAD, renal cysts and diabetes syndrome; AD, autosomal dominant; TSC1, tuberous
sclerosis complex 1; TSC, tuberous sclerosis complex; TSC2, tuberous sclerosis complex 2; VHL, Von Hippel–Lindau disease; COL4A1–A5, collagen 4 chains;
HANAC, hereditary angiopathy with nephropathy, aneurysms, and muscle cramps syndrome; TBMD, thin basement membrane disease; AS, Alport syndrome; XL,
X-linked recessive.
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less likely to participate in the sequencing studies. Among
patients enriched with clinical risk factors for progression,
such as those enrolled in the Consortium for Radiologic Imaging Studies of Polycystic Kidney Disease (CRISP), Genkyst,
and Halt Progression of Polycystic Kidney Disease (HALTPKD) studies, 51%–57% had a PKD1 truncation mutation,1
whereas in a less selected cohort such as the Toronto Genetic
Epidemiology Study of PKD, 38.3% of patients had a truncating PKD1 mutation.2 By contrast, only 19.4% of the pathogenic mutations identiﬁed here were truncating. Additionally,
up to 5% of mutations found in ADPKD are due to large
deletions in PKD1 or PKD2, which would have been missed
in this analysis.29 With these caveats, we found a lower bound
genetic lifetime prevalence estimate of ADPKD at 9.3 per
10,000 (one out of 1072). This is somewhat higher than expected, given point prevalence estimates of approximately one
in 2000 by recent epidemiologic studies.12–14 Adjusting for the
missing cases because of selection bias against severe truncating mutations and large gene rearrangements missed by sequencing would lead to an even higher genetic prevalence
estimate.
Moreover, we did not include the cumulatively common but
individually rare missense variants because of uncertainty in
assessing their pathogenicity, further underestimating the true
genetic prevalence of all of the cystic diseases reported here. The
American College of Medical Genetics has standards for declaring pathogenicity of rare variants, including assessment of
frequency in population data, identiﬁcation of familial cosegregation, presence in clinically ascertained mutation databases, and functional and bioinformatic data, but most rare
variants remain of uncertain clinical signiﬁcance.18 False
attribution of a phenotype to an observed rare variant in a
sequenced case can occur, leading to the overabundance of
reportedly pathogenic variants in clinically ascertained sequencing databases. 30–32 Consistent with this notion, the
high cumulative prevalence of likely pathogenic mutations
for ADPKD (17.3 per 10,000, or one out of 576) suggests
that many are not pathogenic. We did not ﬁnd any highconﬁdence mutations at a prevalence incompatible with an
ADPKD diagnosis (i.e., MAF.0.01%) and most were singleton observations. We found bioinformatic prediction tools
further overestimated the effect of rare variants, resulting
in a further inﬂation of prevalence estimate. Raising the
threshold for a prediction algorithm to call a particular variant
pathogenic may increase the speciﬁcity, but would also reduce
sensitivity.
False positive or false negative genotype calls may occur in
the pseudogene region of PKD1 (i.e., exons 1–33) by DNA
sequence capture in exome sequencing. However, these concerns have been allayed by two recent studies. Trujillano et al.20
reported a 97.2% positive diagnostic rate in 36 previously genetically resolved families via Sanger sequencing by exome
sequencing, with no false positive spurious calls. Similarly,
Eisenberger et al.21 reported a 99% positive diagnostic rate,
on the basis of 681 out of 683 Sanger-veriﬁed sequencing
2598
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variants (including pathogenic mutations) from 55 patient
samples. WGS can avoid DNA sequence capture bias and false
pseudogene mapping. Mallawaarachchi et al.22 used WGS and
found a positive diagnostic rate of 86% in 24 previously genetically uncharacterized patients, and importantly, there
were no false positive calls. We found no signiﬁcant differences
in pathogenic mutation frequency between WGS and WES,
enabling further examination of the larger WES dataset. Founder populations with higher prevalence of ADPKD are possible. However, looking at large outbred ethnic population
subgroups in gnomAD, including South Asian, Latino, African
American, Finnish, and European, we did not ﬁnd evidence to
support large ethnic differences in disease prevalence.
A responsible mutation is identiﬁed in only approximately
50% of patients with clinically ascertained ADPLD.9 Yet, lossof-function variants in genes mutated in ADPLD were much
more frequent (one in 496) than would be expected by the
reported prevalence of clinically recognized ADPLD cases,
likely because of incomplete clinical ascertainment and incomplete penetrance. Disease severity can be quite variable
in ADPLD, and in a substantial portion of cases, liver cysts
in ADPLD are an incidental ﬁnding of little clinical relevance.16 Any role mutations in these genes play to predisposition to simple cysts remains unknown. As ﬁve out of six
ADPLD genes are known regulators of polycystin-1 maturation, they are ideal candidates to serve as modiﬁers of ADPKD.
The predicted prevalence of ARPKD was inconsistent with
observed annualized incidence of one in 26,485,33 likely due
to the embryonic or early infancy lethality of the condition.34
The prevalence of HNF1B truncating mutations was low, at
one per 28,770, but many cases are because of large deletions
that would have been missed in this study.35 Our estimated
prevalence for tuberous sclerosis complex (one in 2315) is
somewhat higher than published estimates of one per 5000–
10,000, but the 3.8:1 ratio of TSC2:TSC1 is consistent with
previous observations.36,37
There are limitations in our study. Because individual-level
genotype information is unavailable for public sequencing
databases, we were unable to perform haplotype analysis to
determine if variants with multiple observations were identicalby-descent because of a founder effect or recurrent mutation.
Similarly, we were unable to determine if a single person is a
carrier of mutations in more than one gene or were compound
heterozygotes for two variants in a single gene. Furthermore,
phase information is not available, which would be required to
determine if mutations are found in cis or trans. Finally, phenotype information is also unavailable to determine if a sequenced study participant had previously unrecognized kidney
or liver cysts.
In conclusion, by examining large population sequencing
datasets we document a minimal genetic prevalence of ADPKD
at 9.3 per 10,000. Cumulatively, we found up to 1% of the
population carry a truncating mutation and up to 23%
carry a rare missense variant in a gene of potential relevance
as a cystic disease modiﬁer. A similar prevalence of truncating
J Am Soc Nephrol 29: 2593–2600, 2018
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and missense variants from these genes would be expected in
patients who also have a PKD1 or PKD2 mutation, potentially
contributing to phenotype modiﬁcation. Further research using
exome or targeted gene resequencing in patients with ADPKD
will allow for evaluation of these rare variants. Rare cases of
severe ADPKD due to bilineal inheritance of PKD1 and PKD2
mutations have been reported,2,4,38 but evidence of a modifying
effect from mutations of other cystic disease genes has not, except for HNF1B and COL4A1.39,40 Exome and targeted gene
resequencing will allow the identiﬁcation rare variants in multiple cystic disease modiﬁers in individual patients with ADPKD.
High-throughput in vitro functional screens using CRISPR-Cas9
editing will enable functional testing of the identiﬁed rare variants in cell or organoid-based assays.41 These efforts are expected
to advance precision medicine in ADPKD by providing more
accurate prognostication to guide clinical management in an era
of mechanism-based therapeutics.
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